PRODUCT INFORMATION

DUCT COVER SHIELD

The ultimate film for duct protection, Duct Cover Shield is a self-adhering protective film for HVAC ducts. It has a very high adhesion that won’t leave a residue on metal after removal. This durable film is very resistant to tears and punctures and helps to meet SMACNA guidelines for providing temporary closures to open ductwork.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Thickness: 3 mil nominal
Film Low Density Polyethylene
Adhesive Type: Water-based Acrylic
Adhesion Level: 12.7 oz/in
Tensile Strength: 2800 psi
Temperature (Ideal): 70° F
Humidity (Ideal): 50%
Elongation (%): 525%
Chemical Name: Acrylic PSA
Chemical Family: Acrylic PSA Polyethylene Film
Chemical Formula: Proprietary
Trade Name: Duct Cover Shield
Material Use: Provides temporary closures

AVAILABLE SIZES

DCR318200B  Blue  18” x 200’  5 lbs.
DCR324200B  Blue  24” x 200’  6 lbs.
DCR36200  Clear  24” x 200’  6 lbs.
DCR336200B  Blue  36” x 200’  9 lbs.
DCR36200  Clear  36” x 200’  9 lbs.
DCR348200B  Blue  48” x 200’  12 lbs.

INSTRUCTIONS

Peel back edge of Duct Cover Shield and begin to unroll. Press down edge at beginning of area to be covered so Duct Cover Shield adheres. Continue rolling onto area, applying pressure and smoothing down the film while doing so. Carefully cut end with a sharp edge. When finished, fold edge of the film back against the roll to use at a later time. Removal: roll up Duct Cover Shield and discard.

HANDLING AND STORAGE

Store at room temperature. If Duct Cover Shield is stored in extreme conditions over 95° F or below 40° F allow product to return to room temperature prior to use.

SAFETY

SDS sheets for Surface Shields products available by request.

FEATURES

• Self-adhering protective film for HVAC ducts
• Very high adhesion for all types of ductwork
• Will not leave a residue on metal after removal
• Highly resistant to tears and punctures

APPLICATIONS

• Construction
• HVAC
• Remodeling
• Closures
• Mechanical
• Temperature Controls

The information in this document was obtained from sources which we believe reliable. The information is provided without any warranty expressed or implied regarding its correctness. We do not assume responsibility for loss, damage or expense in any way connected with the handling, storage, use or disposal of the product.
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